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DU Pa
As Ma

By BILL BARBS ,
Delta Upsilon, lea

pack in fraternity in
boxing with 45 point
still more stars to it
when Jack Maher, D
pugilist in the 128-poun
stopped Jim MacKay of
pa Epsilon in their ope
night's semi-final matcl

Joe Riley also advan
finals for DU with a for
155-pound class.

Besides Delta Upsilon,
team boxing
champion, other
leading contend-
ers for the crown
are Phi Kappa
Psi, 35 points;
Alpha Chi Rho,
30 points; r$ :ma
Pi, 30 porn' 47dAlphaSig a
Phi„_2o points

ing the
,ramural

added

silork, taking the aggressive role
from the start, forced out a un-
animous decision
over Wilbert
Hobbs of Sigma
Nu in a hard
fought 175-pound
matchI. crown

's classy
division,

1.I au Kap-
er of last
. 1es.

Flick pressed
a hard charging
attackright from
the start and had
,Hobbs backped-
dling around the
ring for the first
two rounds.

ed to the
eit in the

ast year's
Then in th e White

third round Flick moved out fast,and had Hobbs groggy Qn a solidpunch to the mouth which knock-ed Hobb's mouthpiece out. Thereferee stopped the fight when itbecame apparent that Hobbs wastaking a terrific beating underFlick's attack.
Bill White kept Alpha Sig-

ma Phi's hopes alive in IM
boxing by grabbing a split de-
cision from Dave Dunn of DeltaTau Delta in the 145•pound di-
vision.
White didn't open up until the

Maher was sty-
mied the first
round by Mac-
Kay's long reach Maher
advantage but managed to land a
few effective left jabs. Then in the
second round Maher opened up
with his , typical head down ma-
neuvers and began moving in,forcing MacKay to backpeddle. Alpha Kappa Lambda

Stay on Top in Bowling
League leading Alpha Kappa

Lambda stayed on the right path
toward the Fraternity League C
bowling championship as they
shutout Phi Gamma Delta, 4-0.

Jim Boyles with a 194 single
and Tom Botlook's 478 series lead
Alpha Kappa Lambda to its 30th
win in 36 decisions.

Maher put the match on ice in
the third round with his aggres-
sive attack and potent straight
left jab, •

In a wild swinging slugfest.
Ted Steinman of Zeta Beta Tau
outlasted Ron Kolb of Delta
Sigma Phi to clinch a first
round decision in the 175-pound
weight class.
Kolb charged out at the bellwith a fast swinging attack. But

Steinman caught Kolb with a
solid shot to the head, stunning
Kolb, and then pressed his attack
heavily, finally forcing Kolb to
the canvas.

In other League C competition
Beta Theta Pi shutout Delta Upsi-
lon behind Dan Gray's 510 series
and Alpha Chi Sigma and Tri-
angle tied at 2-2. Acacia whipped
Phi Sigma Kappa, 4-0, and Sigma
Pi downed Sigma Alpha Mu by
the same score.

Kolb came off the mats swing-
ing but Steinman maneuvered
him into the ropes and from there
the match turned into a 20-second
melay with both boys standing toe
to toe and slugging it out.

With Kolb clearly getting the
worst of the fray as Steinmanrelentlessly gunned his blows
in, referee Ed Sulkowski decid-
ed Kolb had had enough and
stopped the fight in the closing
seconds of the first round.

Theta Xi stayed on top in the
fraternity League D action with
a 4-0 victory over Tau Kappa
Epsilon. Les Boyer turned in a
553 series for the league leaders.

Elsewhere in League D, Sigma
Phi Epsilon turned back Chi Phi,
3-1; Phi Sigma Delta edged Kap-
pa Delta Rho, 3-1; and Pi Kappa
rAlpha beat Beaver House, 3-1.Gene Flick of Tau Kappa Ep-
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es IM Boxing Race
er, Riley Reach Finals

third round and then commenced
a telling attack on Dunn, scoring
heavily and forcing Dunn Into the
ropes.

Bill George of Alpha Phi Delta
gained the nod of the officials in
a hard fought bout with John
Ward of Sigma Pl' in the 145-
pound weight class.

George came out in a IL
crouch and began a tremendous
attack on Ward which at the close
of the first round resulted in a
slugfest with Ward forced into
the ropes.

George slowed down the tempo
for the remaining two rounds but
continued to rack up points on
blows to Ward's face.

SUMMARY
128—Maher, Delta Upsilon, detisloned Mac-

Kay, Tan Kappa Epsilon.
ill—Wafts decisioned FAIMIIII.
145—George, Alpha Phi Delta, declsioned

Ward, Sigma Pi; White, Alpha Sigma
Pi, decisional Dann. Delta Tan Delta.

155—Riley, DU, won by double forfeit.
Porter, Theta Xi, won by forfeit from
Turner, Sigma Chi.

165—Stanish stopped Volpe
175—Flick, TAO Kappa Epsilon, stopped

Robb*, Sigma Nu; Steinman, Zeta Reta
TAM stepped Kolb. Delta Sigma Phi.Hvy.—Alexander, Sigma Pi, won by for-
feit from Wolff, Sigma Na.

Intramural Results

ONNoke. SHAMPOO by SHULTON

Favorites, A Chi Rho
Win in IM Cage Play

With an all around team effortAlpha Chi Rho overwhelmediDelta Chi, 40-15, in fraternity
League D basketball competition.In the second League D con-
test Dave Truitt's 14 points led'Kappa Delta Rho to a 21-10 vic-
'tory over Triangle.

Fraternity League C action saw
jSigma Alpha Epsilon squeaking
by Pi Kappa Phi, 27-21. Bruce
(Walsh with an 8-point spurt pro-
Ivided the margin for Sigma Al-
pha Epsilon's victory. Sigma Phi
(Epsilon dumped Phi Sigma Kap-
pa, 35-18.

In the lone League E match
Phi Gamma Delta outscored The-Ita Xi, 28-12, behind Jerry Scott's
four field goals.

Turning to the Independent
League C division the Favorites,

I aided by Dick Heinholtz' 10
points, beat the Anythings, 25-20.

Bob Miller filled the basket
with 14 tallies as the Skeller Rats
,handily whipped Wesley Five,
133-19. In the final game of the
leveninq The Red Raiders wereawarded a victory when the
IB 1 obs forfeited.
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May we also remind you

we are open all day

SUNDAY
11 am. 'W 6 p.m . . .

closed on Monday ...and

serving our complete

menu and our daily

"all you can eat" special

... Tuesday. Wednesday.

Thursday and Friday,

May we wish

a most

SEASONS

Merry C


